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Princeless: Raven The Pirate Princess Book 4: Two Ships In The Night (Princeless Raven: The Pirate Princess, Year 2)
Magic passed down through generations. An island where strange things happen. One summer that will become legend. Practical Magic meets Nova Ren Suma’s Imaginary Girls and Laura Ruby’s Bone Gap in this lush, atmospheric novel by acclaimed
author Katrina Leno. Georgina Fernweh waits impatiently for the tingle of magic in her fingers—magic that has touched every woman in her family. But with her eighteenth birthday looming at the end of this summer, Georgina fears her gift will never come.
Over the course of her last summer on the island—a summer of storms, falling in love, and the mystery behind one rare three-hundred-year-old bird—Georgina will learn the truth about magic, in all its many forms. Praise for Katrina Leno: “Leno’s writing is
flawless. Readers of all ages will find themselves swept away.” —VOYA “Charming and sophisticated.” —Kirkus “Crackles with wit, humor, and enormous love.”—Booklist (starred review) “Introduces a fierce new presence.”—Publishers Weekly (starred
review)
From BRIAN K. VAUGHAN, #1 New York Times bestselling writer of SAGA and THE PRIVATE EYE, and CLIFF CHIANG, legendary artist of Wonder Woman, comes the first volume of an all-new ongoing adventure. In the early hours after Halloween of
1988, four 2-yearold newspaper delivery girls uncover the most important story of all time. Suburban drama and otherworldly mysteries collide in this smashhit series about nostalgia, first jobs, and the last days of childhood. Collects PAPER GIRLS #1-5.
Locked in a tower with her sisters and tired of waiting to be rescued by a prince, Princess Adrienne, her sidekick Bedelia, and her guardian dragon Sparky begin a quest to save themselves.
The defeat of Magpie and sacking of the Golden Fortress took a lot out of our crew. They're back at sea and on their way to find Crow, Raven's other brother, but first...they deserve a chance to treat themselves! On a small island, hidden behind a waterfall, is
a hidden neutral city where any pirate can come to enjoy themselves and leave the trouble of the sea behind. And for our crew that means one thing: Date Night. Join us as Raven and her crew leave behind action and adventure for four issues and our comic
becomes a romance comic. Date Night is everything you've wanted and it's finally here!
Bleed Them Dry
Save yourself
Princeless: Raven: The Pirate Princess
Being an Account of the Curious Adventures of Mary "Jacky" Faber, Ship's Boy
Princeless: Raven the Pirate Princess Book 7: Date Night
The origin of Equestria's most famous pony heroes continues as they come together to face the greatest evil any have ever encountered! Will they be able to overcome their differences to defeat an enemy that knows all of their weaknesses? Collects issues #7-12.
p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Calibri} p.p2 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Calibri; min-height: 14.0px} Brimming with drama, doubloons and untold skulduggery, the Sea of Thieves is a strange and treacherous stretch of ocean where swarthy
scallywags the world over flock to test their might and mettle. Join us on a tale of danger and discovery as we follow the legend of two of the hardiest crews ever to brave its turbulent waters. Who will be the first to claim the treasure that awaits them… and who will be the first to walk
the plank?
Paris, at the dawn of the modern age: Prince Sebastian is looking for a bride—or rather, his parents are looking for one for him. Sebastian is too busy hiding his secret life from everyone. At night he puts on daring dresses and takes Paris by storm as the fabulous Lady Crystallia—the
hottest fashion icon in the world capital of fashion! Sebastian’s secret weapon (and best friend) is the brilliant dressmaker Frances—one of only two people who know the truth: sometimes this boy wears dresses. But Frances dreams of greatness, and being someone’s secret weapon
means being a secret. Forever. How long can Frances defer her dreams to protect a friend? Jen Wang weaves an exuberantly romantic tale of identity, young love, art, and family. A fairy tale for any age, The Prince and the Dressmaker will steal your heart.
Princeless: Raven: The Pirate PrincessAction Lab Entertainment Incorporated
Princeless Volume 8: Princesses
Sea of Thieves (complete collection
Free Women
Princeless Volume 9: Love Yourself
Raven, the Pirate Princess. Free women. Book two
Date Night is over and a new day is dawning on Raven's crew. Everything is different. Everything is perfect. Everything is about to fall apart. Just when things couldn't get better, the wind stops blowing and an old enemy catches up with Sunshine. When the wind, the rain, and the
sea itself turn on Raven's crew, can they survive? Who will be left to tell the story of The Pirate Princess?
Spine title incorrectly indicates that this is book two rather than book three.
Fresh off her adventures in the pages of Princeless, Raven is ready to set out on her quest for revenge against her brothers. They've stolen everything that should be hers and now she's going to get it back. But first, she needs a crew. Share the laughs, action, and adventure as
Raven assembles the fearless crew of awesome ladies who will help her get her revenge.
"Year 2 of Raven's quest for Love and Revenge begins! With the whole crew back together in one piece, it's time for a celebration. But some of the crew have ulterior motives for this party and it'll take a romantic twist! What no one expects is the party to be cut short by an attack
that will tear some relationships apart, push others closer together, and leave our crew one lady short."--Back cover.
Unlimited
Princeless: Raven the Pirate Princess Book 5: Get Lost Together
The Unstoppable Wasp
Two Boys, Five Girls, and Three Love Stories
Princeless: Raven the Pirate Princess

Collects The Unstoppable Wasp (2018) #1-5. Back by popular demand, its Nadia Van Dyne  the Unstoppable Wasp! With the backing of Janet Van Dyne, the original Wasp, theres no problem the Agents of G.I.R.L. cant solve! But Nadias
team of girl scientists isnt the only acronym toting science organization out there  and when A.I.M. strikes, Nadia and the Genius In action Research Labs answer the call! But who is A.I.M.s new super-powered lieutenant? How does this
fearsome foe know Nadia? And what does A.I.M.s plan have to do with Nadias father, Hank Pym? Plus: A girls night out for Nadia and Jan! G.I.R.L. prepares for its big science-expo debut! And Nadia meets her match in the form of a
returning fan-favorite female fighter! But theres only one mission on Nadias mind: fix everything!
Two years ago, Raven Xingtao was locked in a tower and denied her birthright thanks to the scheming of her brothers. After she was freed, she set out to reclaim what was hers and get her revenge. It has been a long time coming, but after
tonight the job will be halfway done. On Golden Rock there is a beautiful fortress and at the heart of that fortress is Raven's brother, Magpie. Unfortunately, between Raven and Magpie is every sword swinging, tough as nails pirate that
sails under Magpie's flag and Raven has a crew of about a dozen. The only way to get in the same room and face her brother is in disguise. Now, if things go south, there's an army between Raven's crew and their boat. And in plans like
this, things always go south eventually.
Action, adventure and comedy await as Sami the samurai squirrel and friends embark on a quest to solve a mystery that's been haunting the village of Woodbriar for years. A hooded ghost named Visper has been watching Sami from the
shadows. Who is Visper? What does he want? Join the fun as Sami encounters ninja monkeys, hungry pirates and a cranky Cyber-Yeti in this action-packed series from creator Scoot McMahon. Also featuring an exclusive story co-written by
famous cartoonists Art Baltazar and Franco! Aw Yeah! "Everything about Sami the Samurai Squirrel is a fun wonderful read." (Amanda Gilliam)
With only one more volume left until our epic conclusion, PRINCELESS VOLUME 9 is the biggest and most intense the series has ever been. Adrienne has one last sister left to save, but she's going to have to go through a maze, a minotaur,
and her own father to get there. And far away in the woods of the elves Devin, Tempest, Kira, and Noni have been taken captive. They're all in danger and the only one who can save them is Tempest. Is she really the daughter of the fallen
elf king and queen? Everyone is waiting for her to wake up to find out.
Rainbow Brite
Marvel Action: Chillers
Princeless: Raven the Pirate Princess Book 9: the Black Fort and the Golden Queen
Sami the Samurai Squirrel: Welcome to Woodbriar
The END OF SUMMER is here in the final issue of Lumberjanes! Co-Creator & Series Artist Brooklyn Allen Returns...along with the Kitten Holy! Now the scouts of Miss Qiunzella Thiskwin Penniquiqul Thistle
Crumpet's Camp for Hardcore Lady Types will have to fight back against the mysterious force known as the Grey! Meanwhile, Molly has discovered a deep and ancient forest magic, which she hopes to use to
protect her friends and the home they’ve all found here. Will she be able to, though? Or is this all-encompassing, all-erasing Grey just too much for one ‘Jane to fight on her own?
Read the volume of Princeless that launched the critically acclaimed spinoff, Raven: The Pirate Princess, now in deluxe format with never before seen behind the scenes special features. Adrienne and
Bedelia have been on a quest to save Adrienne's sisters, but when they stumbles upon an unknown princess trapped in a tower, they decide they can't just leave her locked up. But they're about to find off
they've bit of more than they can chew when they rescue Raven Xingtao, the daughter of the pirate king. Adrienne has met her match and if she's not careful, Raven may steal the dragon right out from under
her.
The adventure begins for children and adults alike, as the classic character Rainbow Brite comes to comics and brings a little color to your life! Wisp and Willow are best friends who live in a small
town. They are inseparable, until one night Wisp discovers something is stealing the color from the world! To escape their grasp, Wisp must use her wits and the help of a new friend...from somewhere else!
Then the adventure begins! Follow along with writer Jeremy Whitley (My Little Pony, Unstoppable Wasp) and artist Brittney Williams (Patsy Walker, A.K.A. Hellcat!, Goldie Vance) as we find out how this
seemingly normal girl becomes Rainbow Brite and how it changes Wisp, Willow, and their world! Contains all five of the Rainbow Brite comics and a gallery of Rainbow Brite cover art
The crew is lost and scattered, but finally some of them are coming back together. But they couldn't choose a worse place. The Black Fort sits atop a rocky cliff on an island full of monsters and Raven's
oldest brother, Crow, has decided to make this an object of spectacle. He's about to introduce Raven and her crew to the most dangerous of creatures in his arena. But elsewhere in the world, Ananda has
been found by the queen and her mermaids. The thing is, it's not the queen she thought she'd be facing, it's her girlfriend, Sunshine. But somehow...that's much much worse.
Princeless: Raven the Pirate Princess Book 2
Princeless Book 3: the Pirate Princess Deluxe Hardcover
Lumberjanes: End of Summer #1
Princeless: Raven the Pirate Princess Book 8: Afterglow and Aftermath
Where My Dogs At?
Things are looking bad for Raven and her crew! With a pit full of alligators ready to feast on them, it's up to Ximena and Sunshine to organize the rest of the crew and save the day. Can they take on
Raven's brothers and all of their goons without the crew's best fighters?
Things are fraught onboard the ship as Raven tries to negotiate a chance for Ximena to see the healer, but when things go poorly she may have to take matters into her own hand. Meanwhile, Sunshine shares
the story of how her parents - doomed lovers from two societies at war - fell in love.
When an ancient supernatural book threatens the world, Doctor Strange and Ironheart will have to follow its trail of destruction to stop it! Brave the spookiest corners of the Marvel Action Universe with
the Sorcerer Supreme and armored teen genius Riri Williams as they hunt the legendary Iron-Bound Book of Shuma-Gorath. Along the way they'll hear fearful tales of its past: Iron Man's encounter with a
horrifying post-modern Prometheus! The time teenage monster hunter Elsa Bloodstone came up against a werewolf... in Captain America's clothing! Spider-Man and Nadia Van Dyne, the Unstoppable Wasp, against
a possessive symbiote out for Peter Parker's soul! Then, in the fearful finale, the heroes learn who's behind the Book's chaos. And that person has one final fright to call forth! Writer Jeremy Whitley
(My Little Pony, Unstoppable Wasp) unearths his inner ghost-storyteller, with help from artists Gretel Lusky (Primer), Derek Charm (Squirrel Girl, Star Wars Adventures), Sweeney Boo (Marvel Action:
Captain Marvel), Seth Smith, Bill Underwood, and Bowen McCurdy. Collects the complete four-issue series.
From the writer of Princeless comes the critically acclaimed fantasy/comedy that you didn't know you wanted, but you won't be able to get enough of. When England is in great danger, it is said that Merlin
will return to gather the knights of the realm and come to her rescue. And when the banished forces of Faerie return to England, Merlin finds himself in just such a situation. Unfortunately, Merlin never
expected to find The Order of Dagonet waiting for him! But when the call goes out, it will be answered by the knighted order of celebrities, rock stars, authors, and actors. Now the fate of the world will
be in the hands of the sort of people you wouldn't trust to watch your flat while you're away! Get in on the ground floor and experience the first chapter for yourself. With truly inspired and gorgeous
art by illustrator Jason Strutz, The Order of Dagonet is a comic series that invites you on an adventure unlike any other.
Princeless: Raven the Pirate Princess Book 6: Assault on Golden Rock
Digest Edition
Princeless: Raven the Pirate Princess Book 3
Paper Girls Vol. 1
The Legend of the Fire Princess (She-Ra Graphic Novel #1)

Don't miss the first epic She-Ra and the Princesses of Power graphic novel, based on stories by showrunner Noelle Stevenson! Even after everything that's happened, the world outside the Horde's walls is still a strange one to Adora. Each day she's learning
more about her growing powers as She-Ra, including something new: the ability to heal corrupted runestones. Runestones are the magical source from which princesses like Frosta, Mermista, and Perfuma draw their power, but Glimmer knows of another
runestone -- one with a dark past. Long ago a fire princess ruled the lands to the west, until her thirst for power corrupted her, and led to the ruin of her kingdom. Glimmer thinks the lost fire runestone could give the Rebellion an edge in the fight against the
Horde, but claiming this ancient power won't be easy... especially not when the Horde has their eyes set on the same prize. Don't miss this original graphic novel based on stories by She-Ra showrunner and New York Times bestselling author Noelle
Stevenson, with script by Gigi D.G. and art by Paulina Ganucheau!
A ninja vampire tale. The year is 3333. Earth is in a state of recovery. Vampires are real, and though far less populous, they thrive alongside humans in the Japanese-engineered mega-city known as Asylum. People have come to understand that some
Immortals are good, some are bad, and most navigate the world without incident. There is peace. That is...until now. Someone is brutally murdering vampires. And Detective Harper Halloway has been assigned to the case. To solve it, she'll have to unearth a
much deeper truth: The future of humanity has been edited.
Six weeks have passed since the attack on the ship and the loss of Sunshine. Now everyone is trying to get back to normal, including Ximena, who has been putting off confessing her feelings for the love of her life. Now she's finally ready to try and make it
work, but is this relationship cursed? And what did happen to Sunshine? While the crew is sure she's dead, she has found a new life on a mysterious island. While everything seems perfect, is there something terrifying lurking beneath the surface?
Raven's brothers have taken away everything that is rightfully her's. Now she's ready to take her revenge on them, but first she needs to assemble a group of fearless girls to help her.
My Little Pony: Legends of Magic, Vol. 2
Sea of Thieves #4
The Order of Dagonet
Princeless
Bloody Jack
Brimming with drama, doubloons and untold skulduggery, the Sea of Thieves is a strange and treacherous stretch of ocean where swarthy scallywags the world over flock to test their might and mettle. p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Calibri} p.p2 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px;
font: 12.0px Calibri; min-height: 14.0px} Join us on a tale of danger and discovery as we follow the legend of two of the hardiest crews ever to brave its turbulent waters. Who will be the first to claim the treasure that awaits them… and who will be the first to walk the plank?
Reduced to begging and thievery in the streets of London, a thirteen-year-old orphan disguises herself as a boy and connives her way onto a British warship set for high sea adventure in search of pirates.
p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Calibri} p.p2 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Calibri; min-height: 14.0px} Brimming with drama and untold skulduggery, the Sea of Thieves is a strange and treacherous stretch of ocean where scallywags the world over swarm to test
their might and mettle. Set sail on a tale of danger and discovery as we follow the legend of two of the hardiest crews ever to brave its turbulent waters. Who will be the first to claim the treasure that awaits them… and who will be the first to walk the plank? From Jeremy Whitley (Princeless, The
Unstoppable Wasp) and Rhoald Marcellius (Carpe Diem, Bonehead) comes a swashbuckling story like no other, based upon Rare’s acclaimed action-adventure videogame. Collects Seas of Thieves #1-4 “You’ll be thrown headlong into deceit, intrigue, and great action… 10 out of 10!” – TM Stash
“Naval battles, backstabbing and even a tease of the supernatural – Sea of Thieves has it all!” – ComicBook.com “The world needs more pirate comics, and this one fits the bill perfectly.” – First Comic News
The fallout from their first adventure has left Raven's crew in disarray, several of them injured and one crew member on the verge of death. Raven will do anything to save her. A small comfort, when all she can do is stay by her side, talk to her, and tell her a story. The story of how the Baroness
Xingtao met the love of her life.
Raven: The Pirate Princess
Xena: Warrior Princess: Road Warrior
Future Foundation
Summer of Salt
Sea of Thieves #1
In a time of ancient gods, warlords and kings...a land in turmoil called out for a hero! She was XENA, a mighty princess forged in the heat of battle! In this all-new series, writer VITA AYALA (Black Panther, Shuri, Wonder Woman, The Wilds) and artists
OLYMPIA SWEETMAN, VASCO GEORGIEV, JORDI PEREZ, AND ERICA D’URSO throw Xena and her companion Gabrielle headfirst into a mysterious adventure. Can Xena discover the secrets of a village full of super-strong children, before jealous and petty GODS
get involved?
The events of issue 1 have left our fearless heroine worse for wear, but Raven is ready to put together a crew and with the help of her old friend Cookie, she's looking to interview every rogue, cad, and scoundrel that ever sailed the seven seas. But when you put
that many pirates in one place, there's only one possible outcome: FIGHT!
You've been there from the beginning for the story of one princess and her long quest to save her sisters, but how much do you really know about those sisters? They're the breakout characters of each volume, but then we sweep off on our dragon to find the next
one. Now Princeless proudly presents the return of the rest of the Princesses of the Ashe family in four stories all their own. Angelica learns a little something about what she loves (other than herself). Angoisse and her spooky monster pet The Grimmorax find a
new calling. Andrea and Antonia try to find a way to use their magic for good - if they can get out of each other's way. And Alize tells the story of how she came to be under the care of the Sphinx and met a very special prince. All this and a special bonus story
about politics in the goblin kingdom! Come see the world of Princeless from perspectives you've never seen before.
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Originally published in single magazine form as Princeless: Raven, the Pirate Princess #5-8.
Action Lab:Dog of Wonder: Volume 2
The Prince and the Dressmaker
Pirate princess. #4
My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic #91
Princeless: Raven The Pirate Princess

Season 10 continues! Zecora, Applejack, and their friends travel into the depths of the desert to find the home of the mysterious Grootslang! But obstacles stand in their way—obstacles that can only be overcome
with the help of some brand-new magic, friendship, and... a musical number?!
Action Lab's adventure continues! After rescuing a falsely imprisoned doginour last story arc, Percy and the Action LabLeague set outto bring down a criminal dog racing ring! And not a hoax! Notan imaginary story!
Percy's secret is revealed and EVERYTHING CHANGES! Written by Scott Fogg and STRAY co-creator Vito Delsante with art by newcomer Reilly Leeds!! Collects Issues 4 - 6
Join us for the finale of Princeless: The Pirate Princess. Adrienne and Raven are surrounded and outnumbered by pirates ten to one. Will our pair of powerful princesses be able to pound these pesky pirates? Of
course they will, but it's gonna be fun to watch
Collects Future Foundation (2019) #1-5, material from Fantastic Four (2018) #12. From the pages of FANTASTIC FOUR, it’s the next generation of Imaginauts! When the Richards family was called back to Earth to be
the FF again, they left behind the Future Foundation — a think tank of the most brilliant young minds in the universe — with one mission: to find the pieces of their friend the Molecule Man and rebuild him. But that’s
proving harder than imagined as this crew of young geniuses, Atlanteans, mutants, Moloids and androids have run into every problem in the Multiverse. Now, with the leadership of Alex and Julie Power, and a little
extra firepower from Guest Professor Yondu Udonta, the team will undergo their most dangerous mission yet: a prison break! Brace yourself for a heart-pounding journey across time and space!
Raven, the pirate princess. Two ships in the night. Book four
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